
 

 
 
April 20, 2022 
 
VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY: INSULIN@SHAHEEN.SENATE.GOV 
 
The Honorable Jeanne Shaheen   The Honorable Susan M. Collins 
United States Senate     United States Senate 
506 Hart Senate Office Building   413 Dirksen Senate Office Building    
Washington, DC 20510    Washington, DC 20510 
 
The Honorable Diana DeGette   The Honorable Tom Reed 
United States House of Representatives   United States House of Representatives 
2111 Rayburn House Office Building   1203 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515    Washington, DC 20515 
 
RE: Stakeholder Input on Bipartisan Priorities for Addressing Insulin Costs and Coverage  
 
Dear Senators Shaheen and Collins, and Representatives DeGette and Reed: 
 
The Diabetes Leadership Council (DLC) and Diabetes Patient Advocacy Coalition (DPAC) 
appreciate your leadership of the Senate and House Diabetes Caucuses, and continued 
commitment to secure affordable, high quality health care for Americans with diabetes. We 
welcome bipartisan, bicameral efforts to address the insulin affordability crisis facing many 
families in the diabetes community, and applaud your broad stakeholder engagement to refine 
a legislative framework based on shared priorities. We are also grateful for your willingness to 
engage with our organizations to explore practical solutions over the past several years. 
Millions of Americans are looking to Congress to ensure that lifesaving insulin is available and 
affordable to anyone who needs it, regardless of income or insurance status. 
 
While we are supportive of the goals of the shared framework and believe it is a strong start – 
and an improvement over previous iterations of similar legislation, underscoring your clear 
commitment to stakeholder input – our organizations believe there is room for improvement in 
a final product.  
 

Help for Insured Americans: Preventive Coverage and $35 Copay Cap for Insulin 

DLC and DPAC maintain that diabetes care is preventive and should be covered accordingly in 
all health plans. Preventative care benefits more than the beneficiary; it has substantially 
positive economic outcomes for our country, as it ensures that as Americans with diabetes age, 
their health outcomes are better, requiring less financial support from Medicare and other 
federal programs. Waiving deductibles and cost sharing for diabetes management essentials, 
including insulin, is the most effective and equitable health benefit plan structure. When 
waived cost sharing is not possible, patient costs should be kept low and predictable 

https://www.shaheen.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/4.10.22%20Insulin%20Dear%20Colleague%20Letterhead%20PDF.pdf
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throughout the plan year. We applaud your prioritization of preventive, pre-deductible insulin 
coverage and a $35 cost sharing cap for insured people with diabetes in Medicare, Affordable 
Care Act, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) plans. Congress could further 
improve insulin affordability by capping cost sharing:  

• At the lesser of $35 or 25 percent of the negotiated price;  
• Regardless of the number of insulin prescriptions or the quantity prescribed; and  
• For all FDA-approved insulins covered by a patient’s health plan. 

 
These broader protections ensure that insured people with diabetes can affordably access the 
insulin that works for them, in the quantity and form that works for them, and, importantly, 
they benefit from any price concessions negotiated on their prescriptions. As you note in your 
letter to colleagues and in the 2018 Congressional Diabetes Caucus insulin pricing report,  
rebates can be substantial. Senators Wyden and Grassley confirm in the bipartisan Senate 
Finance Committee investigative report on rising insulin costs that rebates and discounts can 
exceed 80 percent of list price. This means people with diabetes are currently paying $300 or 
more for a vial of insulin that might only cost their health plan $60. 

Twenty states – with Republican, Democrat, and split legislative chambers alike – along with the 
District of Columbia have already passed insulin copay cap legislation. It is time to protect 
Americans in all 50 states. Low, capped copayments help keep insulin costs level throughout 
the plan year, making it easier for families to budget and use insulin as prescribed rather than 
rationing. Congress can provide much needed immediate, patient-focused relief until they are 
able to comprehensively address perverse financial incentives in the current rebate-based 
system that inflate prices for insulin and other prescription drugs. A national insulin cost sharing 
cap does not solve systemic problems driving up prescription drug prices; but it does ease the 
current financial harm to people with diabetes and their families. 

Help for Uninsured Americans: Reducing Insulin List Prices 

DLC and DPAC support Congressional action to reduce insulin costs for all Americans – 
preferably through a comprehensive effort to expand affordable coverage for chronic disease 
management and prevention, and prescription drug rebate reform. Rising insulin costs are an 
acute symptom of deeper dysfunctions in the nation’s system of paying for prescription drugs. 
Perverse financial incentives in the rebate-based system are driving costs up for patients at the 
pharmacy counter, while corporations throughout the supply chain profit from the opaque pay-
to-play system. It is difficult to address one part of this complicated system, but we recognize a 
targeted approach may be Congress’s best option. We welcome the opportunity to be 
partners in bringing meaningful relief to the financial toxicity facing families impacted by 
diabetes.  
 
Since the Insulin Price Reduction Act (IPRA) was first introduced in 2019, several insulins with 
lower list prices have entered the U.S. market. These include authorized generics and the 
nation’s first interchangeable biosimilar. Unfortunately, health plans and pharmacy benefit 
managers (PBMs) are not appropriately covering these lower priced products, instead 

https://diabetescaucus-degette.house.gov/sites/diabetescaucus.house.gov/files/Congressional%20Diabetes%20Caucus%20Insulin%20Inquiry%20Whitepaper%20FINAL%20VERSION.pdf
https://www.finance.senate.gov/download/grassley-wyden-insulin-report
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preferring and covering products with higher list prices and larger rebates. In fact, the 
interchangeable biosimilar insulin had to be reintroduced with both a low list price version and 
a high list price, rebated version. The latter version was subsequently added to several national 
PBM formularies.  
 
Today, lower list price analog insulins are available to cash paying customers in the U.S. for as 
little as $43 per vial. The diabetes community eagerly anticipates the availability of insulin from 
CivicaRx that will retail for about $30 per vial. It also is worth noting that safety net providers 
like Community Health Centers that helped the nation weather the COVID-19 pandemic can 
purchase insulin for “penny pricing” under the federal 340B program. The nation can further 
shore up its insulin safety net by ensuring that these low prices are extended to eligible 
patients. This is the current context in which the proposed IPRA framework would operate.  
 
We urge you and your colleagues to consider how best to ensure that low insulin prices are 
reflected at the pharmacy counter, where it matters most to people with diabetes. Congress 
must carefully approach targeted reforms like an insulin-specific model to avoid disrupting 
access to patients for whom the current system is working; creating a new opportunity for 
middlemen in the supply chain to profit off this lifesaving medicine; or inadvertently 
disincentivizing the development of new insulin products. 
 
We are encouraged to see that some of our previous IPRA recommendations are reflected in 
the current draft, including longer hold harmless periods and adjusting certified product pricing 
for inflation. In our view, the framework may not yet contain the incentives and deterrents 
required to produce the outcome Congress intends. 
  
As much as we would like to see lower insulin list prices, we are hesitant to embrace bundling 
preventive coverage and copay caps with an untried and somewhat complex mechanism to 
entice manufacturers to reduce list prices while counting on health plans and PBMs to cover 
the products appropriately. As currently drafted, the IPRA model does not alter the current 
rebate-based system in place for all prescription drugs; its net effect establishes an opt-in, 
insulin-specific alternate route or work-around. Additional considerations or opportunities for 
clarification include:  

 Ensuring that the Secretary of Health and Human Services has the necessary audit and 
enforcement authority, along with appropriations sufficient to implement IPRA 
consistent with Congressional intent. Manufacturers may be reluctant to participate if 
health plans and PBMs are not held accountable to extend savings in full to patients. 

 To that end, if the IPRA model were to be enacted or tested separate from a federal 
copay cap, clarifying that discounts “reflected” to consumers at point of sale means a 
full pass through (i.e., Congress intends that $100 in negotiated rebates would be 
reflected as a $100 reduction in patient cost). Given current market dynamics, it is 
foreseeable that net costs could eventually drop below $35. Patients should share in 
those savings.  

https://www.drugchannels.net/2022/04/why-pbms-and-payers-are-embracing.html#more
https://www.drugchannels.net/2022/04/why-pbms-and-payers-are-embracing.html#more
https://civicarx.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Civica-Affordable-Insulin-Press-Release-03.03.22.pdf
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 Clarify how certified and non-certified insulins must be treated on plan formularies, 

paying attention to restrictions such as disadvantaging insulin through adverse tiering 
or, for example, requiring a person with diabetes to fill their prescription via a health 
plan’s own mail order pharmacy rather than a local community pharmacy. 

 Clearly state when the hold harmless period will begin (for example, when a 
manufacturer submits certified pricing data). 

 Extend the hold harmless period for as long as manufacturers maintain rolled back list 
prices adjusted for inflation. 

 Consider capping manufacturer Medicaid rebate liabilities. The last IPRA iteration would 
have dissuaded manufacturers from rolling back list prices by requiring them to pay 
Medicaid rebates that exceed the actual cost of the product.   

 Consider implications on future insulin products so Congress does not inadvertently 
create a disincentive for developing glucose responsive insulin, once-weekly 
formulations, and other eagerly anticipated advancements in insulin therapy.  

 
Thank you again for this opportunity to provide input on the draft framework to address insulin 
affordability for insured and uninsured Americans with diabetes. We look forward to working 
with you to advance a bipartisan framework that reduces insulin costs while maintaining a 
robust environment for access and innovation. Please contact DPAC’s Washington 
representatives, Jared Sutton (jsutton@wswdc.com) and Charla Penn (charla@wswdc.com), if 
we can be of assistance to you and your staff.  

Sincerely, 

      
R. Stewart Perry     Michael Swearingen 
Chair – Diabetes Leadership Council   Chair – Diabetes Patient Advocacy Coalition 
 

* * * 

The Diabetes Leadership Council is a 501(c)(3) patient advocacy organization comprised of 
individuals who combine their passion for advocacy with decades of diabetes experience and 
leadership to advance patients-first policies at the local, state and national levels. We are 
people with diabetes, parents of children with diabetes, allies and tireless volunteers dedicated 
to improving the lives of all people impacted by this condition. Our members – all former leaders 
of national diabetes organizations – engage policymakers, and public and private sector 
influencers to call attention to the diabetes epidemic and provide a voice for 37 million 
Americans living with diabetes. 
 
The Diabetes Patient Advocacy Coalition (DPAC), a 501(c)4 organization, is a grassroots alliance 
of thousands of people with diabetes, caregivers, patient advocates, health professionals, 
disease organizations and companies working collaboratively to promote and support public 
policy initiatives to improve the health of people with diabetes.   

mailto:jsutton@wswdc.com
mailto:charla@wswdc.com
https://diabetesleadership.org/
http://www.diabetespac.org/

